Agreement with TechAdvance’ Clause on Intellectual Property Rights: Assignment of Inventions

External Collaborators, Consultants and Service Providers (including CRO’s) agree that all right, title, and interest in, and to, any copyrightable material, notes, records, drawings, designs, inventions, improvements, developments, discoveries, ideas, and trade secrets conceived, discovered, authored, invented, developed or reduced to practice by you, solely, or in collaboration, with others, during the term of this Agreement and arising out of, or in connection with, performing the Services under this Agreement and any copyrights, patents, trade secrets, mask work rights or other intellectual property rights relating to the foregoing (collectively, “Inventions”), are the sole property of Rutgers. You also agree to promptly make full written disclosure to Rutgers of any Inventions and to deliver and assign (or cause to be assigned) and hereby irrevocably assigns fully to Rutgers all right, title and interest in and to the Inventions.

Principal Investigator:______________________________________________________________

Project title:_______________________________________________________________________

Signature: __________________________________________ Date: _________________________

Name of Collaborator/Consultant/Service Provider: ________________________________

Signature: __________________________________________ Date: _________________________

EVERY INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTOR SHOULD SIGN ONE FORM SEPARATELY.